In order to improve cross-field transport description, drifts and currents have been implemented in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE. The derivation of an equation for the electric potential is recalled. The resolution of current equation is tested in a simple slab case. WEST divertor simulations in forward-B and reverse-B fields are also discussed. A significant increase of ExB shear is observed in the forward-B configuration that could explain a favorable L-H transition in this case.
Implementation of drift velocities and currents in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE
H
Introduction
By their ability to gather multiple physics from plasma transport, neutral physics to plasma wall interaction, transport codes remain key tools to interpret experiments and extrapolate observations to future machine like ITER or DEMO. In that perspective, a dedicated effort has been paid in the last few years to develop the code SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE [1] focusing on treating the plasma wall interaction with all the plasma facing components including the first wall. This contribution describes recent progress to include the effect of transport due to drifts velocities. Besides, solving drifts velocities also requires revisiting perpendicular momentum balance in order to derive an equation for the electric potential. Inclusion of drifts in transport codes [2, 3, 4, 5] is often reported as being challenging and we find appropriate giving motivations and justifications for the model we use to solve electric potential (currents) equation.
So far, the perpendicular tranport in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE has only consisted in an effective diffusion accounting for a coarse-grained description of the turbulent transport. More precisely, considering for instance continuity equation, density and velocity can be decomposed into an averaged and a fluctuating component, the average being taken over scales and times much longer than typical turbulence scales. Following this decomposition, density can be expressed as n = n +ñ withñ the fluctuating part. Averaging continuity equation yields
The flux due to fluctuations is expressed as a diffusive flux: ñṽ = −D ∇ ⊥ n . Remains an averaged flux due to advection by averaged parallel and perpendicular velocity. In addition to the parallel and effective turbulent transport, a proper description of plasma transport with a code like SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE thus requires a proper description of the cross-field transport due to averaged perpendicular velocities also called averaged drift velocities. Next section describes the derivation of these velocities and their implementation in SOLEDGE2D.
Drifts and currents in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE

Derivation of cross-B velocities
The derivation of drifts and currents relies mostly on perpendicular momentum balance. For all species in the plasma (electrons, main ions, impurities), the fluid velocity evolves according to equation 2.
The perpendicular velocity is expressed by multiplying equation 2 by B× giving,
Following the drift ordering, one writes
⊥ + . . . where ε = τ c /τ f is a small parameter where τ f is the typical evolution time of fluid moments 1/τ f = d/dt and τ c = 1/ω c is the cyclotronic time. The stress tensorΠ can be expressed asΠ =Π F LR +Π vis whereΠ F LR is the collisionless gyroviscous stress-tensor andΠ vis gathers collisional effects [6] . In this contribution, we retain only the parallel part of the viscous stress tensor giving:
where π = p −p ⊥ . According to Braginski's closure [7, 6] ,
The divergence of this tensor is given by
The perpendicular velocity can be developped as
where we have defined a first order in ε velocity ε v
It is assumed here that the drift velocity associated with the divergence of the gyro-viscous stress tensor is a first order velocity in the drift ordering. This point will be discussed in the following paragraph concerning momentum transport by drifts. Given that p = (p + 2p ⊥ )/3, one recovers in Equation 6 the expression given by Chankin in [2] :
The perpendicular velocity is decomposed into the "E cross B" velocity v E = E × B/B 2 , the diamagnetic velocity 
In the drift ordering, it is assumed that ε ∼ ρ 2 , a small Mach number is often assumed also. The curvature drift is thus considered as a 1 st -order term in the drift ordering here. The 0 th -order velocity is finally given by the sum of "E cross B", diamagnetic and collision drift velocities.
Remains at first order:
Using vector identity A × ∇f = f ∇ × A − ∇ × (f A), the diamagnetic flux can be rewritten extracting the divergence free contribution:
where K = −p ⊥ B/(qB 2 ) and ∇ × K is the so-called magnetization flux. The velocityṽ d associated with the motion of guiding centers is defined by:
the second term in the RHS being negligible in the low-β limit. One has by construction
⊥ can be found by reinjecting the expression for v
. Before going any further, let us express the divergence of the gyro-viscous stress tensor. Many expression for this term can be found in the litterature following various approximations [8, 9, 10, 6] . We retain here the expression given by Chang in [10] :
In a more compact way we write ∇·Π F LR = −nm v d · ∇ v+ ∇·Π F LR * where the first term will play a role in the so-called diamagnetic cancellation. The second term gathers other finite Larmor radius effects that we neglect latter on in SOLEDGE. Reporting in Equation 2 and developping momentum advection gives:
The second term in the LHS can be rewritten using ∇ · (n v) = ∇·(nṽ). The third term in he LHS can be combined with the second term in the RHS (diamagnetic cancellation). Remains a term link with advection byṽ d that can be gathered with the remaining FLR terms. Equation 14 can thus be rewritten as:
or finally
with ∇ ·Π
This term is neglected in the following. Taking the scalar product of Equation 16 with b gives parallel momentum equation:
Taking cross-product of Equation 16 with b/(nω c ), we recover first order drift velocities of course and we can now express the 1st order velocity we left over at the beginning of the section, also called polarization drift v pola = ε v
Denoting ω = −( b/ω c ) × (n v (0) ), the particle flux associated to this velocity can be developped according to Equation 20:
Using vectorial identity A×( B · ∇ C) = B · ∇( A× C)+ C × ( B · ∇ A), the expression for polarization flux can further be simplified to
In SOLEDGE2D, we neglect so far the two last curvature terms in the RHS of Equation 21 and finally obtain a compact expression for the polarization flux:
To be more precise, a thorough treatment of curvature terms should be done including those already dropped from the divergence of the gyroviscous tensor. This is beyond the scope of this contribution. Following Equation 6 for v
⊥ , ω can be expressed as:
Plasma current equation
Electric potential is determined from charge balance. The evolution of the charge is obtained summing continutity equations for all the species:
According to quasineutrality, the first term vanishes giving ∇ · j = 0 where the current can be decomposed as:
• The curvature current j c = α q α n α v c,α
• The collisonal current j col = α q α n α v col,α
• The polarization current j pola = α =e q α n α v pola,α
Reporting Equation 20 in the polarization current expression yields:
where the vector ω s is expressed as
The vorticity Ω is defined by Ω = ∇ · ω s . The current equation ∇ · j = 0 can thus be rewritten as a transport equation of vorticity:
where the flux of vorticity F Ω is defined from equation 25:
The parallel current is provided by the generalized Ohm law
where we use the simplified expression for parallel conductivity given in [11] , valid for trace impurities in hydrogen plasma:
(30)
The boundary conditions for the electric potential at sheath entrance is given expressing net current on the wall:
with
On any other boundary surface in the simulation domain such as the last flux surface simulated in the core plasma or any tangential wall, currents are forced to zero. In that manner, the only currents allowed to leave or enter the simulation domain are controled by sheath properties expressed in Equation 31.
Application to transport codes -turbulent closure
The vorticity evolution described by Equation 27 that we use to determine electric potential is valid at all spatial scales larger than Larmor radius and for time scales much greater than ion cyclotronic time. In transport codes, this equation is averaged over turbulent time scales and the turbulent fluctuations and subsequent transport are not directly resolved. A closure describing turbulent transport must be used. We propose here to introduce a diffusive closure to describe perpendicular currents due to turbulence. The final vorticity equation solved in SOLEDGE is finally
where ζ is a turbulent vorticity diffusivity. The associated perpendicular current is j closure = ζ ∇ ⊥ Ω. All quantities in the above equation are averaged over turbulence time and are assumed axisymmetric. The effect of this "anomalous" current is mainly to stabilize electric potential evolution in the close field line regions where the integral of perpendicular current across flux surfaces must be zero.
Coupling with transport equations and implementation in SOLEDGE2D
Numerical implementation
The vorticity Equation 33 is solved directly as an equation on the electric potential φ. The vorticity Ω is expressed by a perpendicular Laplacian of the potential whereas the divergence of the parallel current exhibits the parallel Laplacian. The vorticity equation is thus a 2D strongly anistropic Laplace problem. It is made inversible as long as boundary conditions do not degenerate to Neumann boundary conditions. The boundary condition on the wall actually takes the form of a Robin boundary condition which makes the problem inversible. The vorticity equation discretization can be schematically written as:
where∆ ⊥ denotes an inhomogeneous perpendicular Laplacian (including inhomogeneous space metric and density), ∆ denotes an inhomogeneous parallel Laplacian (including inhomogeneous metric and inhomogeneous parallel conductivity), A denotes divergence of F Ω evaluated explicitely and RHS denotes all the other terms not depending on the electric potential. A direct inversion of the Laplacian operator is perfomed with the sparse matrix solver PASTIX [12] . The computation time dedicated to the inversion remains acceptable due to the small system size (about 10 4 degrees of freedom).
Coupling with transport equations
Once the potential is solved, drifts velocities are computed and added to transport equations. definition of flow velocities with and without drifts (for a singly charged ion plasma for simplicity).
Boundary conditions are adapted on the wall to force the total plasma flux to escape with sound speed according to Bohm-Chodura boundary condition:
where n wall is a unit vector orthogonal to the wall surface.
Tests in different configurations
Test of parallel boundary conditions in the SOL
Tests ure 1 describes simulation results obtained with the left wall electric potential set to 200V while the right wall is grounded. A net parallel current is observed flowing from the left to the right. This current is higher in the hot region where the parallel resistivity is lower. In this simulation, electron temperature parallel gradients are small due to high enough parallel heat conductivity. Electric conductivity being also high, the effect of the biasing is small on ion balance and one keeps rather symmetric profiles for n i (and thus n e ) and Γ i = n i v ,i . The electric potential follows log(n) and is also almost symmetric -not exactly symetric since a small parallel gradient is required to drive the parallel current. The effect of the biasing consists in modifying electron parallel velocity to create the parallel current. With a plasma temperature about 100eV , when the wall is polarized to 200V , most of the electrons flow toward the high voltage target while the electron flux on the grounded one is drastically reduced. In this situation, the current on the wall is close to the saturation current. The current dependence with the wall potential can be estimated considering that in this case, the potential gradients in the plasma are small compared with ∆φ wall . The current on the left wall is given by
and the current on the right wall is given by
with φ L ≈ φ R and Γ i,L ≈ −Γ i,R = −j sat /e, one finds the I-V characteristic equation by solving j L = j R = j: Figure 2 shows a comparison between SOLEDGE results and the above estimation for the I-V characteristic at the SOL entrance where the temperature is the highest. The two are in good agreement since in this case, the high electric conductivity hypothesis applies. 
Divertor flow pattern in complex geometry
To go further, a first application to the WEST divertor geometry has been achieved solving drifts and current taking into account the realistic magnetic and wall geometry of the machine. A low power (P SOL = 2M W ) L-mode discharge is considered. The electron density at the separatrix is n e,sep ≈ 2 · 10 19 m −3 and T e,sep ≈ 60eV . Figure 3 shows electric potential profile in the low field side mid-plane for a forward-B configuration and a reverse-B configuration. A significantly higher shear of the radial electric field is found at the separatrix in the forward-B configuration in comparison with the reverse-B case which is alleged to make L-H transition more favorable in the forward-B case [13] . Figure 4 shows the "E cross B" velocity field in WEST divertor for the forward and reverse B configuration. A typical clockwise structure [3] can be observed in the forward B configuration with a flow circulating from the LFS to the HFS in the private flux region. The radial component of the "E cross B" drift flows from the LFS to the HFS. In the reverse B configuration, the stucture is reversed as expected. The highest shear of the "E cross B" velocity in the forward-B configuration is also visible.
Conclusion and perspectives
In order to improve the description of cross-field transport in SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE, drifts and currents have been implemented and successfully tested in a realistic WEST configuration up to the first wall. Further comparison with experiments must now be carried out to validate simulation results and confirm if the effect of mean-field drift velocities is well recovered by the code.
